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The ground pattems found in Pulitrouser Swamp, northern Belize, 
are vestiges of raised and channelized fields, types of wetland 
cultivation used by the ancient Maya. This form of hydraulic 
cultivation was apparently employed sometime between 200 B.C. 
and A.D. 850.

science.sciencemag.org/content/213/4506/399
Prehistoric Raised-Field Agriculture in the Maya Lowlanâ€¦

ANCIENT MAYA LIFE: Ancient Maya Farming
https://ancientmayalife.blogspot.com/2012/01/ancient-mayan-farming...
(The ancient Maya also had aguadas that were just for getting water.) Raised Fields The
Maya area so far looks like it's the oldest part of Mesoamerica where the people used
raised fields. The ancient Maya used these fields in places where there was a lot of water
naturally in the soil.

Prehistoric Raised-Field Agriculture in the Maya â€¦
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science.sciencemag.org/content/213/4506/399
The ground pattems found in Pulitrouser Swamp, northern Belize, are vestiges of raised
and channelized fields, types of wetland cultivation used by the ancient Maya. This form
of hydraulic cultivation was apparently employed sometime between 200 â€¦
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Recreating Raised Field Agriculture in Bolivia and Peru
https://www.thoughtco.com/recreating-raised-field-agriculture...
Raised fields have been found to be highly productive, and if managed properly, can be
planted and harvested for many years. The most famous raised fields are the
"chinampas" or so-called "floating gardens" (they donâ€™t â€¦

Raised field - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Raised_field
In agriculture a raised platform or raised field is a large cultivated elevation meant to allow
cultivators control some environmental factors like flooding. Examples of raised field
agriculture can be found among some Pre-Hispanic cultures of Latin America like some
from tropical lowlands and the Budi Lake Mapuche.

Prehistoric raised-field agriculture in the maya lowlands.
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/17760172
Jul 24, 1981 · Turner BL 2nd, Harrison PD. The ground pattems found in Pulitrouser
Swamp, northern Belize, are vestiges of raised and channelized fields, types of wetland
cultivation used by the ancient Maya. This form of hydraulic cultivation was apparently
employed sometime between 200 B.C. and A.D. 850. The ...

Prehistoric Raised-F Agriculture in the Maya Lowla
www.public.asu.edu/~bturner4/Maya-Science 81.pdf
ivation used by the raised fields occurred there (16). It was Imployedsometime
suggestedthat the surface features were imp, the fields and naturally alluviated deposits
that appear evidence indicates to beraisedbecauseanetworkofcanals other areas in the or
channels had been cut through the iltivation. area, apparently creating channelized fields.

Mayan Farming and Maya Agricultural Methods - History
https://www.historyonthenet.com/mayan-farming
Mayan Farming: Raised Bed Farming Aerial photography provides evidence of raised
beds alongside canals. Like the Aztecs, the Maya also farmed field raised up from the
bajos, or low, swampy areas.

Maya Food & Agriculture (Article) - Ancient History ...
https://www.ancient.eu/article/802
This allowed for the flourishing of Maya culture but eventual over-exploitation, an ever-
increasing population, and protracted periods of drought may have been factors in the
ultimate collapse of the Maya civilization. The Maize God. One of the most important
Maya deities, perhaps even the most important, was the 'Young Maize God'.

Table of contents for The ancient Maya.
catdir.loc.gov/catdir/toc/ecip057/2005003043.html
Table of Contents for The ancient Maya, ... view of relic raised fields 11.6 Pulltrouser
Swamp excavations 11.7 Pulltrouser Swamp aerial view of relic raised fields ...

Lasers Reveal a Maya Civilization So Dense It Blew â€¦
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/03/world/americas/mayan-city...
Feb 03, 2018 · Lasers Reveal a Maya Civilization So Dense It Blew Expertsâ€™ Minds
Image Tikal, home to temples and palaces, is one of the best known Maya sites in
northern Guatemala.
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